UTILITIES

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I UTILITIES

Achieving Award-Winning
Sales and Service Excellence
for a Fast-Growing Energy
Company

It’s a new era for utility companies and their focus
on customer service. Today these companies are
interacting with their customers much differently
than they have in the past, striving to set themselves
apart with both customer satisfaction and higher
conversions. In 2014, one North American-based
energy company had these aims in mind when
seeking the help of HGS’s more than 40 years of
multilingual customer care experience. We started
providing Spanish customer care in Barranquilla,
Colombia, and within two years, we were granted
English language support from our Kingston,
Jamaica location. Today, this account is a showcase
effort expanding across not only locations but lines
of business and customer experience channels.
HGS recently earned a silver award for “best contact
center operation in Colombia” for our preferred
provider results, including 48% sales conversion for
this client partner.

AT A GLANCE
2014 Program Start
75 FTEs
Services: Customer Care, Inside Sales,
Care Action (Tier II Care), Chat, ThirdParty Verification (TPV)
Delivery Site: Barranquilla,
Colombia and Kingston, Jamaica

OUR SOLUTION
How We Do It

Driving Sales

marketing@teamhgs.com

Within the first three months of our partnership, HGS worked to reenergize enrollments, with emphasis on both retention and new
customers. With a strong sales workforce team to support, HGS started
with a Proof of Concept (PoC) that revamped agent recruiting and training.
The energy was contagious, as the sales program got off the ground, with
a healthy competition set against both client in-house sales and another
service vendor. Recruitment began to focus as much on sales skills as
basic customer care, with psychology testing and sales demonstrations
observed during interviewing. HGS soon gained preferred provider status
with 10 FTEs taking inside sales calls immediately after transitioning from
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45%
Average Sales
Conversion

three months of customer care training and five days of accelerated sales
focus. This training honed in on the legal regulations that could potentially
affect upsell—a critical focus in most utility sales. After three months of
growing partnership trust, the client officially added Inside Sales to our
expanding responsibilities. And our strong performance didn’t stop there.
Within six months of this new service, HGS devised a billing calculator that
now serves as an essential tool to help agents differentiate products and
rates when conversing with customers and driving conversions.

Business Result
Today 100% of HGS staff members are trained in the sales techniques
to achieve 45% Average Sales Conversion. According to HGS Account
Manager William Vargas, “The client is delighted with our strong numbers
and the fact that they are constant and sustainable. In fact, they even turn
to us for sales advice.”

How We Do It

Achieving
Scale

100%

FTE
Expansion to Support
Third-Party Verification
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In 2018, HGS converted third-party verification (TPV) into an area of
opportunity for the client. This service was previously handled in house,
and needed some customer care attention. With expertise in this area of
research and fraud detection, HGS immediately assigned 20 FTEs to this
service. Six months later, we added an additional 40 FTEs and expanded this
service to 15 states, in total, as well as National and Inside Sales. Excellent
English skills and knowledge of state-by-state regulation variances are
essential in the process of detecting fraud via improper procedures and
enrollment by sales and the workforce team.

Business Result
HGS continues to expand our TPV reach for this client, delivering results
by way of fraud prevention and cost savings. Today, we have turned this
potential limitation into a standardized process that contributes savings to
the client’s bottom line.
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How We Do It

Strategic
Digital
Channels
Employing Chat,
SMS Drive CX
Personalization to Win
New Customers

The client was well-familiar with HGS’s digital channel expertise, and,
in 2018, HGS was selected to boost customer satisfaction with our HGS
CHAT solution. We initially piloted this omnichannel approach with 12 FTEs
taking chat interactions. Post approval of the proof of concept, we have
offered creative solutions to address personalization needs. This includes
solution organization to enhance Spanish-language communications
and send different notifications and prompt, personalized responses to
customers. Additionally, we are providing text message reminders of the
notifications and addressing overdue invoices, expire plan dates, and
payment fails. Finally, we plan to employ data mining and automation
by way of marketing promotions via communications to customers of
competitors.

Business Result
As an unlimited partner, we have proposed elimination of off-hours HGS
staff for an automated solution that will deliver on two key fronts: cost
savings and revenue generation for the client.

LOOKING AHEAD
HGS continues to put this client first, as we collaborate with a design thinking approach that delivers
value-added solutions—from traditional customer care and sales ingenuity to automation and analytics
accelerators.
Our client, perhaps, says it best. According to our partnership lead, “HGS does a great job exceeding quality
expectations. The team performs exceptionally well. Keep up the great work!”

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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